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Link Checker Pro is the leading solution for website analysis and the detection of broken and other
problem links. Link Checker Pro is a software for any user that wants to check internal and external
links within their Internet site. Combines powerful features and an easy to use interface and is robust
enough to deal with corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more. Major features of Link
Checker Pro include extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking of multiple links,
support for all major protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to create a graphical
representation of the website, export of data into a number of different formats, and being fully
configurable. Link Checker Pro gives multiple benefits and is ideal for organisations using: [more]
Zwin v2.0 Zwin is a complete system to help you develop and deploy High Availability (HA) clustered
websites, that has actually been designed with major web hosting providers in mind. Zwin is a
complete system to help you develop and deploy High Availability (HA) clustered websites, that has
actually been designed with major web hosting providers in mind. Simply point and configure Zwin,
and you'll get a cluster of servers for less than the cost of one. Zwin has a world class API available
for developers to use. It allows you to build an API for applications to run in the cluster. It will scale
out of the box with your web applications, and automatically load balance traffic across the cluster.
Zwin has been designed to be an extremely simple system to install and use. There are no complex
configuration files, and no need for external database services. Zwin comes preconfigured with
hundreds of static images that represent the data on each cluster, and scales automatically when
the system is deployed. Zwin loads all the index.html pages automatically, and can be used purely
for static web pages, without the need for the ElasticSearch engine that powers Kibana. [more]
DNS_PROBE is a free solution for DNS configuration and monitoring for small or medium sized
enterprises. It provides the ability to easily configure Name Servers, check the DNS configuration
status and generate DNS graphs to monitor performance and identify the causes of DNS problems.
DNS_PROBE is a free solution for DNS configuration and monitoring for small or medium sized
enterprises. It provides the ability to easily configure Name Servers, check the DNS configuration
status and generate DNS graphs to monitor performance and identify the causes of DNS problems. It
checks
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•Fast – LCP runs on an average of five times faster than the competition, allowing you to quickly
scan a website and confirm links that are live or not. •Robust – The software is advanced enough to
deal with websites containing 100,000 or more links. •Clean – The software has no impact on the
website you are checking, making it safe to use on any type of website. •Advanced – Our software
has many tools and functions, such as the ability to automatically detect dead links, much more.
•Easy – LCP is an easy-to-use software that requires no programming or training. •Customizable –
The software is fully configurable allowing you to change the default settings. •Free – LCP is
completely free, and includes access to our full support and help through the included link database.
Total Web Link Checker Pro Features •Supports all major protocols •HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP
•Automatically detects dead links •Supports multiple checking simultaneously •Dynamic URL and
Domain mappings •GUI and Excel spreadsheet export •Support for as many as 100,000 links
•Automatically detects and lists broken links •Fully configurable •Database links •Free and includes
full support and help Link Checker Pro Interface •GUI •Excel spreadsheet •Outlinks •Livelinks •Page
Checker •Full import of data from the web •Export outlinks, information and a link list Link Checker
Pro Download *Link Checker Pro Demo Download - You can Download a Free Trial Version and test
the features of Link Checker Pro before buying. [ read more... ] Link Checker Pro is the leading
solution for website analysis and the detection of broken and other problem links. Link Checker Pro is
a software for any user that wants to check internal and external links within their Internet site.
Combines powerful features and an easy to use interface and is robust enough to deal with
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corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more. Major features of Link Checker Pro include
extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking of multiple links, support for all major
protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to create a graphical representation of the
website, export of data into a number of different formats, and being fully configurable. Link Checker
Pro Description: •Fast – LCP runs on an average of five times faster than the competition, allowing
you b7e8fdf5c8
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Version 1.2.2 16-12-2010 Size: 27 MB You can download Link Checker Pro from: Astoria Web Site
Checker (ASCI) is a free and easy-to-use Website Analyzer. ASCI generates HTML reports that
highlight potential issues, such as broken, missing or inconsistent links. You can view the report in
any web browser to determine if your website is affected. ASCI provides a valuable resource for the
webmaster, SEO specialist, and individual who cares about their on-line reputation. ASCI features:
Free user account Ability to run multiple tests Runs from any web browser Update links if needed A+
rating from NCSA Code of Conduct A+ rating from Site Guardian Many other features included ASCI
is free and safe It is easy to install It is intuitive and easy to use Astoria Web Site Checker (ASCI) is a
licensed software distributed under GNU GPL v3.0 license. Astoria Web Site Checker (ASCI) is a free
and easy-to-use Website Analyzer. ASCI generates HTML reports that highlight potential issues, such
as broken, missing or inconsistent links. You can view the report in any web browser to determine if
your website is affected. ASCI provides a valuable resource for the webmaster, SEO specialist, and
individual who cares about their on-line reputation. ASCI features: Free user account Ability to run
multiple tests Runs from any web browser Update links if needed A+ rating from NCSA Code of
Conduct A+ rating from Site Guardian Many other features included ASCI is free and safe It is easy to
install It is intuitive and easy to use Astoria Web Site Checker (ASCI) is a licensed software
distributed under GNU GPL v3.0 license. Nowadays, internet connections are one of the most used
features of each home as well as business. These days internet is one of the most important things
in our life. How can we live without internet? With the evolution of science and technology we are
getting nearer to have internet connection in every home. Nowadays, the availability of internet is
high and this is the main reason why many people are using internet connection. Keep in mind that
internet connection can be considered as an expensive feature as

What's New in the?

Link Checker Pro is the leading solution for website analysis and the detection of broken and other
problem links. Link Checker Pro is a software for any user that wants to check internal and external
links within their Internet site. Combines powerful features and an easy to use interface and is robust
enough to deal with corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more. Major features of Link
Checker Pro include extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking of multiple links,
support for all major protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to create a graphical
representation of the website, export of data into a number of different formats, and being fully
configurable. Link Checker Pro is a software for any user that wants to check internal and external
links within their Internet site. Combines powerful features and an easy to use interface and is robust
enough to deal with corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more. Major features of Link
Checker Pro include extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking of multiple links,
support for all major protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to create a graphical
representation of the website, export of data into a number of different formats, and being fully
configurable. Link Checker Pro is the leading solution for website analysis and the detection of
broken and other problem links. Link Checker Pro is a software for any user that wants to check
internal and external links within their Internet site. Combines powerful features and an easy to use
interface and is robust enough to deal with corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more.
Major features of Link Checker Pro include extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking
of multiple links, support for all major protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to
create a graphical representation of the website, export of data into a number of different formats,
and being fully configurable. Link Checker Pro is a software for any user that wants to check internal
and external links within their Internet site. Combines powerful features and an easy to use interface
and is robust enough to deal with corporate websites containing 100,000 links or more. Major
features of Link Checker Pro include extremely fast operation through the concurrent checking of
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multiple links, support for all major protocols (including HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP), the ability to create a
graphical representation of the website, export of data into a number of different formats, and being
fully configurable. Link Checker Pro is the leading solution for
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 Windows 7 or Windows 8 Processor: 1 GHz processor or
faster 1 GHz processor or faster RAM: 1 GB RAM or faster 1 GB RAM or faster Hard Disk Space: 10 GB
free space 10 GB free space Graphics: DirectX 10 compliant, 1 GB video card or faster DirectX 10
compliant, 1 GB video card or faster Internet: Broadband connection Broadband connection Sound
Card: DirectX 9 or above DX9 or above Other Requirements: CNET (COOKIE ACC
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